Peeva Signs Marketplace Partnership with Covetrus.

Veterinarians can now access pet medical records by scanning any brand of microchip while instantly notifying pet owners with exact location.

BUFFALO, N.Y. (PRWEB) April 12, 2019 -- Peeva, LLC, a technology company committed to ending the missing pet epidemic by making use of the RFID tag system and pet medical records, today announced the launch of their partnership with Covetrus, a global animal-health technology and services company that was formed from the recent merger of Vets First Choice and Henry Schein Animal Health. The Covetrus Connected Marketplace integration and solution delivery platform provides a single point of integration with most practice management systems (PIMS), enabling trusted partners to provide innovative services to the veterinary community.

Peeva CEO Michael Hamilton said, “An estimated 10 million pets are lost in the United States every year [1]. Peeva’s RFID tag technology and centralized database helps ensure these loved ones are safely returned to their families. Pet medical information is key to ensuring accurate and rapid identification of a pet’s owner, which is why this strategic partnership with Covetrus is so important. It affords us the opportunity to scale quickly by delivering a secure and permissions-based PIMS-integrated solution to the many veterinary practices to which Covetrus provides services.”

James Albert DVM whom has been a champion for Peeva since its inception said, “The ability to access a lost pet's medical records by simply scanning any brand of microchip saves veterinarians time by making the transfer of information easier and faster. Millions of pet owners will be able to receive instant mobile notifications with their pet’s exact whereabouts in real time as their pets' microchips are scanned. Any veterinarian that is looking to streamline workflow, reduce costs, and eliminate internal redundancy will want to make use of this system.”

ABOUT PEEVA

Peeva, LLC is a technology company fully committed to resolving the missing pet epidemic with innovative tools and processes that streamline veterinary and shelter workflow. We developed the world’s first and only universal pet identification system that makes use of microchip technology and pet medical records to provide better healthcare and safety for pets. We provide ISO standardized pet ID microchips, centralized data management, handheld equipment and system integration. By aligning with industry leaders in the veterinary space that include veterinary hospitals and clinics, and large-scale data organizations, Peeva will develop into a company that can provide complete solutions including pet microchip identification, application software, and system integration.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.